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GENERALIZATIONS OF THE OSTROWSKI-SCHNEIDIIR
MAIN INERTIA THEOREM

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

A large arnount of research in rnatrix theory in the past few

years has concerned the location in the cornplex plane of the eigen-

values of an n by n cornplex valued rnatrix. The theory concerning

certain types of special matrices has been developed for a long tirne.

For exarnple, diagonal and triangular rnatrices exhibit their eigen-

values on their rnain diagonal.

, Basic to this thesis is the fundamental topic of the location of

eigenvalues in half-p1anes, which leads us to the theory of rnatrix in-

ertias. The inertia of a rnatrix A is defined to be the integer triple

In A - ( n, u, 6) where fi and v are the number of eigenvalues of A

in the (open) right and left half-planes respectively, and 6 is the nuln-

ber of eigenvalues on the irnaginary axis. The only two classical

theorerns involving rnatrix inertias are those credited to Sylvester and

Lyapunov.

Sylve ster I s

then In H

Theorern: If P is nort-singularand H is herrnitian,

= In (eUe',t1 (where P)k is the conjugate-transpose of P).

Lyapunovls Theorern:

(positive definite) such

Fora given A there exists a herrnitian H)0

that Re {AH} >0 iff InA=(n,0,0).



Here the Toeplitz decornposition of a complex valued rnatrix A

is used:

In 1962 Schneider and Ostrowski published a paper Sorne Theo-

rerns on the Inertia of General Matrices [8] in which they general-

ized the classical theorerns of Sylvester and Lyapunov to what they

caIled the Main Inertia Theorern.

where

MerS

eigenvalue s

Further, if

A=Re{Ai+iIm{A}

Re{A} = +9, rrn {A} = 
A - A'k

zi

which 1ie on the line Re {z} = 0

Re {AH} > 0, then In A = In H.

Inertia Theorern: Given a cornplex valued rnatrix A there exists

a herrnitian H such that Re{AH}>0 iff 6(4,) = 0 (i. e., iff A has no

in the cornplex plane. )

We note in passing that Taussky [ 10, 1l] independently achieved

the above result.

This thesis generalizes the Ostrowski-Schneider theorem. We

first derive a theorern which states that given a cornplex valued rna-

trix A there exists a herrnitian H such that f(A,Arl., H) >0 iff A

has no eigenvalues which lie on a given line in the cornplex plane

for a polynornial function f(A, A,:., g1 specifically deterrnined by the

1ine. The next theorern in this thesis is a sirnilar generalization of

the Ostrowski-Schneider theorern corresponding to an arbitrary
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circle in the cornplex plane. Then we consider a method of deriving

corresponding results for an arbitrary curve by a generalization of

a conforrnal rnapping. The next two results of this thesis start with

the existence of a herrnitian,. H such that a certain polynornial func-

tion f(A, A'r, H > 0 and derive the set of points in the cornplex plane

frorn which eigenvalues are excluded.

The final two chapters explain how the rnethods of this thesis

can generalize (1) the rernaining part of the Ostrowski-Schneider

theorern and (Z) a series of theorerns by Drazirrand Haynsworth re-

garding necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a set

of In linearly independent eigenvectors of a cornplex matrix A all

corresponding to real eigenvalues, purely irnaginary eigenvalues, and

eigenvalues of absolute value one respectively.

Motivation for this thesis has corne frorn two sources. First,

Householder and Varga noticed a connection between Lyapunov rs

theorern and Stein ts theorem [9] which concerns rnatrices whose

thn power approaches zero as n approaches infinity. For our pur,

poses it is irnportant to note that the condition lirn Cn=0 is equiva-
n+@

lent to the condition that all eigenvalues of C lie within the unit

circle.

Steinrs Theorern: The rnatrix C satisfies lirn Cn = 0
n+6

H - CHC,K> O.exists a rnatrix H> 0 such that

iff there
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Taussky has discussed the equivalence of Lyapunovrs and

Stein's theorerns in her paper Matrices C yUIr qi-:_O LtZl "

Secondly, cornparison of the three previously rnentioned Drazin-

Haynsworth theorerns from their paper_9-:.:!S:-tg. for the Reality' of

Vatrix Eigenvalues suggests a sirnilar generalization, These theo-

rerrrs are Iisted in Chapter 7 along with a discussion of the corre-

sponding generalization.

Before we proceed to the body of this thesis, it seerns appropri-

ate to list the notation used and two propositions basic to the results,

ArBrCrD

H

A*

>0

>0

o,Pryrk

at b, c

x

w=u*iv
z=x* iy

Notation

n by n cornplex valued rnatrices

n by n herrnitian matrix

conjugate transpose of A

positive definite

pos itive serni-definite

cornplex constants

real constants

colurnn vector

cornplex variables where urVr X &rrd
y are real

Proposition L Given A, polynornials p and q such that q(A)

ig non-singular, X an eigenvalu-e of A, then p().)/q(\) is an eigen-

value of [q(a)J-l p(a).



Proof: By definition, a rnatrix A has an eigenvalue \ iff there

exists a cohrrnn vector x + 0 such that AX = )rX . v,/e rnust shov,,

I
that i I q(a)] -'p(A)]X 

={p(\ )/q(x 11* under the hypotheses of this

proposition. This proof is lengthy. It yields sorne interrnediate

results which will be called lernrnas.

Let p(A) = "rrot * "rr-1A' 
l * . . . + arA + aOL

Lernrna 0. I. If A has an eigenvalue tr, then Ai has an eigenvalue
I

L ' ( j= l, Z, 3, . ,l , The proof will be by induction on l.

I. Lemrna 0. I is true for j = I by hypothesis.

II. Assume as our induction hypothesis that Ak has an eigenvalue

rk.

ok+l x = A(Akx) = A(x kx) 
= x k(Ax) 

= ).k1x x) = Lk*Ix

Thus ok+ I has an eigenvalue L 
k+ I and we have proven our first

introductory lemrna,

Lernrna 0, Z. If A has an eigenvalue tr , then bA has an eigenvalue

b\ . (b a cornplex constant)

Proof: (be)1 = b(AX) = b(). X) = (bI )X .

Lernrna 0. 3. If A has an eigenvalue \ , then p(A) has an eigen-

value p(\ ).
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Proof: [p(A)]x = (rrrA +...*arA+aOI)x

= arrA\ + ... + arAX + aoX

=".rLtx*"' *arLX+aoX

(By Lemrnas 0. I and 0. Z)

= ("rrtr +.,. *arl+aO)X

= P (r)x.

Legrrna 0. 4. If A has an eigenvalue I and q (A) is g-singula:,

then q(t) + 0 aru| [q(a)] -1 t"ran eigenvalue l/q(r).

Proof: We know that q(I) is an eigenvalue of q(A) (Lernrna 0.3).

Since q(A) is non-stngular, q(I) f 0 and Iq(e)] -I exists. Now

rnultiplying the rnatrix equation Ie(a)] X = q(\)X on the left by

I e(x )q(A) ] - I we get

I X = [o(a)] -lxqo) " - LY\'

Thus, by definition Iq(e)] -l has an eigenvalue I/q(f ).

Now for the proof of Proposition I using the lernmas developed.

{[q(a)] -1p(a)]x = [e(e)] -I {tp(A)l x}

= [q(a)] -1 {p(x)x} tr,emmao,3)

= p(r) {[q(A)] -1x]

= p(\ I tfr x t ( Lernrna 0. 4)

p(r) w- airl- ^



Proposition Z. Given A polynornials p and q such that q(A) is
1

nonsingular, and p an eigenvalue of Ig(e)] 'p(A), then there

exists an eigenvalue X of A such that p = p(X )/q(I ).

Proof : Given a rnatrix A there always exists a O such ttrat dlAQ=n

where B is triangular,

Let B = tri (o 1r...,or) represent a triangular rnatrix with

olr...,o, as its diagonal elements and elernents which are of no

concern above the main diagonal.

Since Itri1o I,.. .,on)] [t"(81,. . .,Bn)] = tri ("IFr, . . .,or.Brr)

and kItri(ol,...,orr)] = tri (kor,....korr), we know that

p[tri(oI,...,orr)] = tri (p("t),...,p(o.r) ) for any polynornial p. If

o lo Z"'on { O, then tri(ol,...,orr) is nonsingular and

I trilo l, . . .,orr)] I= tri (1/o r, . . .,I/ orr). Thus,

te(n11 
-lp(s) 

= tri (p(or)lq(or),...,p(orr)/e(orr) ) where

B = tri(o1,...,o.). As Iq(e)] -lp(e) 
= Q '[o(o)] 

-lp(A)O, the

eigenvalues of tq(n[ -Ip(e) are the eigenvalues of Ie(a11 
-lp(A).

Thus, if p is an eigenvalue of Iq(A)] -lp(e), then there exists an

eigenvalue o. of A such that p = p(o.)/q(o.).



CHAPTER Z. THE LINE

The result of this chapter is the creation of a polynornial func-

tion f(A, A'r, F0 so that the existence of an H for which f(A, A'k, H) > 0

is necessary and sufficient for a rnatrix A to have no eigenvalues on

an arbitrary line in the cornplex p1ane. As stated in the Introduction,

this theory and that of the three chapters to follow is proven frorn the

first part of the Ostrowski-Schneider Main Inertia Theorern. The

general theorern of this chapter yields several corollaries which were

initially developed directly frorn the Ostrowski-Schneider theorern.

These corollaries correspond to three categories of lines in the corn-

plex plane: the lines parallel to the real and irnaginary axes, i. e.,

the lines Y = b and x = a (a,b real), and the line which intersects

the real axis at a and the irnaginary axis at b, i. e. the line

xla + ylb = t. We rernark that this line could also be written

Re{z} la + Irn{z}/b = t, but it is rnore easily visualized in terrns of

its analogue in the Cartesian plane.

As a lernrna in proving our general line theorerrr, we have a

result corresponding to the category of lines through the origin. We

shall later generalize this lernrna to our first theorern by translating

the line through the origin by k (k cornplex).

We rernark that in this chapter, we consider r such that

- co< r < oo contrary to 0( r < oo as is conventional. This allows

us to consider the r'linet' 
"rg , = 0O which would otherwise be a ray.



Lernma I. Given B there exists an H such that Re

iff B has:ro eigenvalues on the line arg z = 0 + nlZ.

Proof: Let e = "i0n in the Ostrowski-schneider theorern.

this substitution, we shall show that the ostrowski-schneider

irnplies Lernrna 1.

1"-ionn1 , o

Under

theorem

By the Ostrowski-Schneider theorern there exists an H for

which Re{e-tot"1r 0 (since Re{e-ttu"} = Re {AH}) iff A = e-'CIn

has no eigenvalue z such that Re {z} = 0. Now since the irnagini,rry

axis (Re {z} - 0) can be written in polar forrn as arg z = r lZ1-*<r<q,

we have the following:

u-ioB has no eigenvalues z such that Re {z} = 0

-i0iff e --B has no eigenvalues z such that arg z - ,rlZ

iff B has no eigenvalues ,u'Q such that arg z = ,rlz
(Propositions I and 2)

B has no eigenvalues w such that arg \M = e + fi lZ.
(The argurrrent of a product is the surn of the argurnents.)

'W'e are now ready to prove our theorern for the general line in

the cornplex plane. The proof of Theorern I uses a rnatrix substitu-

tion B = C - kI which transforrns eigenvalues on any line through

the origin (which rnay be expressed as z = Tei(0+ nl')\ ,n o any

Iine in the cornplex pIane, viz. t z = k + rei(0+Tr/2). Here k is a

iff

cornplex constant, e a real constant, and

cally, we rnight say that the line z = k * r e

- oo( r < oo. Geornetri-

i@ + nlzl
goes through
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the point k in the cornplex plane and has a 'rslope" tan-'(t * ,r lZl,

The line is pictured below.

i(e + n/ z)re

Theorern I. Given an n by n cornplex matrix C there exists a

hermitian H such that Re {e-toc, - "-tetr1, o if.f. c has no

eigenvalues

k cornplex, 0

Proof: Let

z suchthat z=k+rei(0+tlzl where -oo(r<09

rea1.

C-kI=B.

iff

iff

There exists an H

there exists an H

there exists an H

such that Re{e-toc" - "iet 
ttl , o

such that Re{e-ie1c - kI) H} > o

such that Re{e-ienrrl , o

B has no eigenvalues on the line arg z = e + T lZ
(Lernrna I)

iff
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iff C-kI hasnoeigenvalues z suchthat arg z=Q+rlZ

iff C - kr has no eigenvalues z such that z = r" 
i(g + "lz)

(-oo<r(m)

iff c hasnoeigenvalues z suchthat z= k*ri(0+n/z)
(-oo<r(m)

Although the following three results were developed independent-

Iy by the author, the overall unity of the theory is better expressed

when they are derived frorn Theorern I as corollaries. To special-

ize the general forrn of the line to a line parallel to the real axis

(i.e., y=cir creal) wetake g = rlZ and k=ci( c real).

For a line parallel to the irnaginary axis, we choose k = c and 0 = 0.

Finally, for a line intersecting the real axis at a and the irnaginary

axis at b, we 1et k = a and e = arctan alA.

Corollary 1. q]""" C thqre exists an H such that Irn {CH}-cH) 0

iff C lrlg no eigenvalues on the line y = c i. (c real)

Proofr Let e = nlz and k = ci (c real) in Theorem I.

Now C has no eigenvalues on the line y = ci

iff C hasnoeigenvalues z suchthat z=ci+r(-oo<r<o)

iff c has no eigenvalues z such that z = k + ,ui( rlz 'ol

(Here we use Theorern I with e replaced by -0 which yields

a little nicer result. )

iff there exists an H such that R"{uie(C - ciI)H} > 0.
(Theorern l)
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itf. there exists an H such that R" {ui'("-uI)H}> 0

if.f. there exists an H such that t* (C - ciI)H) > 0

iff there exists an H such that Irn {CH} - irn {ciH} > 0

iff there exists an H such that Ior {CH} - cH ) 0.

Cgrollary Z. Given C there exists an H sugh that Re{CH} -cH > 0

iff C has:ro eigenvalueson the line x = c. (c real)

Proof: Let k=c and 0=0 inTheorernl with e againreplaced

by - e. Then Re{ei0Cu - "t0kH}=Re{CH-cH} = Re{CH} -cH

and there exists an H such that R"{"ieCH - "ietu1 
, o

iff there exists an H such that Re {CH} - cH } 0

iff C has no eigenvalues z such that z = k+ 
" "i( 

rlz-e1(Theorern l)

iff C hasnoeigenvalues z suchthat z=c*renilZ

iff C hasnoeigenvalues z suchthat z=c*ri

if.f. C has no eigenvalues on the line x = c.

W'e now recall that the line in the following corollary intersects

the real axis at Re {z} = a and the irnaginary axis at Irn {z} = b,

Corollary 3. Given C there exists an H such that

Re(b-ai)CH) - abH> 0iff C has:ro eigenvalues onthefg:+ {= r.

Proof: Let k = a and 0 = tan | ^lA in Theorern I.
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"-tet ry
_t ^

i tan -i
Re{e o crt

ne{ [ .o" (trrr-1

= Retm (c-ar)H)

I
T_
Va +b

IT_Va +b

= 
k 

(Re{b-ia)cH}-abF0

Therefore there exists an H such that Re{e-iocu-"-t'or1, o

iff there exists an H such that Re(b-ia)CH)-abH> 0

Re{e-tocH -

-Iai tan --

" 
oaul

a-r) +
D

i sin (t"rr- I -itt t"-ai)H)

Re (b-ia)(c-ar)H)

(Re(b-ia)CH) - Re(b-ia)aH))

c has no eigenvalues z such that z = a* ""''"" ,l;?Jr".rrr 1

C has no eigenvalues z such that z = a * r[ cos(tan-',- ] ,

+ i sin (tan-'f -|l lt

iff C has no eigenvalues z such that z = a + T

if.f.

iff

r* I - I.abiff C has no eigenvalues on the line
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The last equivalence is verified by showing the following:

I) z=a*r -a* ibT_Va +b

Zl the intercepts of

is a line

the above line are (a, 0) and (0., b).

Toshowl\:z=a+r

To show 2): Irn{z} = 0 iff

(We note that

intercepts. )

Re{z} = 0

iff irr z=a* Jre iff z = !b.

tarb

-=-
Va +b Va *b

a - rc, * irc, which is

(.r, .Z real constants)

iff r=0

at{O sincea and b

iff a-

a straight line.

iff rb=0

iff z=a.

were assurned to be distinct

lTziff aVa+b =ar
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CHAPTER 3. THE CIRCLE

The initial result of this chapter is the developrnent of an equi-

valent theorern (Lernrna 2) to the Main Inertia Theorern, That this

result is a consequence of the Main Inertia Theorern is sufficient

for the purpose of this thesis. Ffowever, the stronger result of

eguivalence is valid. We rnight add that Lernrna Z is a generaliza-

tion of Steinrs theorern.

Lernrna 2. Given an n !1' n cornplex matrix B there exists3 hel-

rnitian H such that BHB'i' - H> 0 iff B has no eigenvalues z such

tb"t lol = r.

Proof: Let A = (B+ 
"ipr)-'(t-.t9r) in the Main Inertia Theorern

where p is chosen real such that -"tP is not an eigenvalue of B.

This irnplies (g + .iPt) is non-singular and hence (B * "tPr)-t
exists.

For any H, BHB{< - H > 0 iff Re{AH} > 0 by the following argurnent:

BHB* - H > 0 iff z BHB'r - ZH > 0

iff (B + .ipl) (AH + HA*) (B,r + "-tFr) , o.

This is verified by the {oIlowing calculation:
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(e+ 
"iP 

I)(AH+HA>ry1 g,r.q e 
- iPI)

= (B+eiBr) [ (n+"tP r)- t(r-"tpr)*

+ H(B,r-;ipl)(no+"-tpr) - tl (uo*"-tpr)

= (BH-u tpr41r,r*"-'9r) 
+ (n+uipr)(HEi*.-"tP*4

= [ BHB,r+"-ipgFl-.tP"r,*-r] +[ nrre,r- u 
-tpur*"ipHe,r-FI]

=ZBHB'k-Z}{

iff AH + AH* > 0 (Sylvesterts theorern since g+eiPl is non-singular)

iff Re {AH} > 0.

Now there exists an H such that BHB>k - H > 0

iff there exists an H such that Re{AH}> O

iff A has no eigenvalues z such that z = ci (c real) (Main
Inertia Theorern)

Lff. B has no eigenvalues w such that

ci q w-eip)/$^, * 
"tF ) (Propositions 1 and 2)

wci+.i"ip=*_eip

"iuiP+"iP=w(I-ci)
* = "tP 

(I+ci)/(t-ci)

iff B has no eigenvalues w such that l*l = f .

The last equivalence is verified by the following cornputations:

w=u'P+-r;fir ="'Ptffi
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)z
w fr = "iP ,-ciZci+r ) e-ip ,-cir-zci,

c *l c *I
47?

c- -zc-+I+4c' (.2+t)
=T =T, =I

(c +1) (c-+1)-

and wiF = 1 iff lwl = l.

To prove that Lemrna 2 irnplies the Main Inertia Theorernr w€

_l
let B = (I-A) ^(I+A). Since we assume B to have no eigenvalues of

unit rnodulus, (I-A) will be non-singular. This irnplies that (I-A)-I

exists. This renders the "tP factor unnece6sary.

The proof follows in a sirnilar rnanner.

We now generalize Lemrna Z.which concerns the unit circle to

Lernrna 3 which concerns a circle with center at the origin and ar-

bitrary radius r. Lernrna 3 in turn is generalized to Theor ern Z

which relates to an arbitrary circle in the cornplex plane. 'We ex-

press this arbitrary circle in terms of its center at the cornplex

nurnber k and its radius r.

Lernrna 3. Given C and , + 0 (reaI) there exists an H such that
I

! CUC,r-H > O iff C t- ro eige+valjes , 
"rrSI 

tha! lzl = ,,
r

Proof: Let B= 'C inLernrnaZ.r

BHB,r-H = ( + c) H (f c)"-* =1- cHC* -H
r

Thus there exists an H such that BHB,F - H> 0
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iff there exists an H such that }. "r"', 
- H> O

r
and by Lernma Z there exists an H such that BHB* - H > 0

iff B has no eigenvalues z such that l"l = t
Iiff 'C has no eigenvalues z such that l"l - 1r

iff C has no eigenvalues z such that l"l = ,.

Theorern Z. Given an n by n cornplex rnatrix D, " + O (rea1), and

k cornplex, there exists a herrnitian H such that
I

jto+tt1H(D'r1TI)-H>0 iff D has;roeigenvalues z suchthat

lz-kl = r.

Proof: Let C = D * kI in Lernrna 3.

ll+cHC* - H = + (D + kI) H (D + kI)'1. -'ZZrr
l-

= a, (D + kI) H (D,l'+ kI) - H
r

Thus there exists an H such that a CHCvr - H > O iff there
Zr

exists an H such that I ," +kI) H (D'r + kI)-H> o. This condition
r

holds (Lernrna 3)

iff C has no eigenvalues z such that lrl = ,

iff (D + kI) has no eigenvalues z such that l"l -- ,

iff D had no eigenvalues z such that lz-kl = r.
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CHAPTER 4. GENERALTZATION OF A
CONFORMAL MAPPING

A rnore general problern rnay be stated as follows: Given the

equation of a well-defined curve in the cornplex plane, is it possible

to find sorne polynornial function f(A, A'l', g1 such that the existence

of an H for which f(A, A,l, H) > 0 is necessary and sufficient that

the rnatrix A have no eigenvalues on the given curve?

One general approach to this problern is through a rnatrix gen-

eralization of a conforrnal rnapping. This was the approach used in

the proof of the eguivalence between the Schneider-Ostrowski Main

Inertia Theorern and Lernrna 2.

To use this rnethod of attack, we start with the given curve. A

rnapping of a curve for which we have a theorern onto the given curve

is developed. (In particular, we rnight rnap the irnaginary axis or the

unit circle onto the given curve. ) Nex!rnatrices are substituted for

the rnapping variables to generalize their analogy as one by one rna-

trices. An atternpted proof fo11ows, indicating arry difficulties which

rnay arise frorn the generalized rnapping.

It rnay be noted that this rnethod is not as workable as could be

hoped. Flowever, it is certainly useful enough to justify its inclusion

in this thesis. Let us consider the following exarnple in which we

derive a theorern corresponding to a parabola.
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Z
From page 36 of. Kober [7] we have w = z or , = {w rnap-

pingthe straightlines x=* p( p+ 0) ontothe parabola r?=e,i{-r'|.

This rnay be computationally verified in a straightforward rnanner.

We now consider A* , one "square root'r of the rnatrix A.
I

The rnatrix Az always exists but it is not necessarily unique.

Gantrnacher [5] thoroughly discusses this problern. For our pur-
12

poses, 1et Az = B be considered to be synonornous with A = B-.

Frorn Corollary Z we have that given C there exists an H

such that Re {CH} - 2pH > 0 iff C has no eigenvalues on the line
1)

x = p. Letting C = AZ or A = Co *" would like to have the follow-

ing theorernr Given A there exists an H such that Re{a}ff}-ZpH>O

iff A has no eigenvalues on the parabola uZ = -4pZ (rr-pZ). How-

ever,. C having no eigenvalues on the line x = p tp I O) does not

irnply that A has no eigenvalues on the parab ol^ uZ=-n1'.u-r'\,

since C could have eigenvalues on the line x = -p which would irn-

ply that A has one or rnore eigenvalues on the given parabola.

Nevertheless, we can prove the following theorern:

Theorern 3. Given rnatrices
)

A and B such that A = B-, (i. e.,

A is sorne square root of B),

and H, such that Re{B H, } +

iff A has no eigenvalues w =

there ""i.1 herrnitian glrtc- Ht

zpHr> 0 Ug Re{B ,u} - zpHr> O

ZZ?
u * iv -such that u' = -4p'(u-p-).
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Before proceeding to our proof, we note that the parabola of

Theorern 3 has its vertex at (p2, O) in the w-p1ane and opens to the

left along the u-axis. The focus of the parabola is at the origin and

the directrix is the line u = ZpZ as is shown in the diagrarn beIow.zzv =-4p (u-p

We rnight also note that the constant "p" used in this discussion

is not the usual one in the sense of analytic geornetry, narnely the

distance between the focus and directrix of the parabola.

Proof: Givenrnatrices A and B such that A = BZ, there exist

herrnitian rnatrices Ht and HZ such that Re {nHr} + ZpHr> 0

and Re{BHr} -ZpHr> 0.

has no eigenvalues on the lines x = + p (Corollary 2)

- A has no eigenvalues on the parabola uZ=-4pz(rr-pz).

(Propositions I and 2)

That the last equivalence follows by Propositions I and ? rnay

be rnore easily visualized when we consider that (by the contraposi-

tive) the 'ron1y if rr ( =" ) is 1ogica11y equivalent to "BZ has eigen-

values on the parabola uZ = -4pZ(rr-pz) irnplies that B has

iff B

ziff B
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eigenvalues on the lines x = * p, " whereas the "if " part ( e)

is logica11y equivalent to rrB has eigenvalues on the lines x = I p

irnplies that BZ has eigenvalues on the parabola u'= - noZ lu-ot). "

We note here that a theorern corresponding to an arbitrary

parabola in the cornplex plane can be derived by a rotation and trans-

lation of the parabola of Theorern 3. The rnethod is the same as that

used in the developrnent of Theorern I frorn the Main Inertia Theorern.
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CI{APTER 5. POLYNOMIAL RESULTS

Previously we have structured our generalizations of the

Ostrowski-Schneider Main Inertia Theorern according to curves in

the complex plane frorn which we could exclude eigenvalues. This

chapter gives two results which were rnotivated by specifying a poly-

nornial function f (A, A'k, H), narnely the ,rth power of a given rna-

trix A and the general quadratic in A. Our results are derived

frorn the conditions of Irn 1anrrl > o and I* {( , AZ + pA + y I)H}>0.

In the first case eigenvalues are excluded frorn the farnily of n rays

through the n roots of unity and in the second case frorn an hyper-

bola or two intersecting lines in the degerlerate case.

Lernrna 4. Given C there exists an H such th3t lrn{cH} >0 iff

C has no real eigenvalues.

Proof: Let c = 0 in Corollary I. The proof is irnrnediate.

Theorern 4. Given an n by n cornplex rnatrix A there exists a

herrnitian H such that lrn{AnU} > 0 iff A has no eigenvalues z

ln (!. = 0r 1r..,, n-1).on the n rays arg z = cis Zn !.

Proof: Let C =

An has no real

An in Lernrna 4.

eigenvalues
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iff A has no eigenvalues z such that , = '{k (k real)
(Propositions I and Z)

iff A has no eigenvalues z such that arg z = cis Zn!.ln
(l - O, 1,...,n-I and0(r( m) (Churchili[4, p. 14]),

Theorern 5. Givjn an n lcy n cornplex rnatrix A and cornplex con-

stants a=a+bi+0, F="+ di, q44 y =s1fi, thereexistsaher-

rnitian H such that Irn {oaz + pa + yI)H} > 0 iff A has no eigen-sucn lhat lln tolr t Plr + YrrflJ 2 u lrr .fr' nas no elgen

values z = x* iy on the hyperbol^ b*Z+Z^*y-byz+dx+cy*f=0.

Proof: There exists an H such that I* (oAz+pA+yI)H)>0

ziff oA- * PA + VI has no real eigenvalues (Lernrna 4)

)
iff or"+ pa+y {r foralleigenvalues z of A (Propositions I

and Z)

iff z does not lie on the hyperbola b*Z + Zaxy - by +dx +cy + f = 0.

The last equivalence is verified as follows: Since o = a + bi,

9=c+di, and y =sf fil welnayexpres, or'+Fz+V t, as

(a + bi) l*'-"'+ Zxyi) + (c + di)(x + yi) + (e + fi) * r,

Consider the related pair of equations:

27.(il ax- - Zbxy - ay + cx+ dy+ e = r

(ii) bxz I zaxy = byz + dx+ cy * f = o.

The first equation (i) above is always satisfied by sorne real

r. Thus we are left with (ii) which is a hyperbola since
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,' - +o" - +^z + qbz > o. Conversely, for any z = xt iy lying on

the hyperbola (ii) an r rnay be found so that (i) is satisfied. Thus

the locus of points frorn which eigenvalues are excluded is the hyper-

bola (ii).
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CHAPTER 6. GENERALIZATION OF THE SECOND PART
OF THE MAIN INERTIA THEOREM

This chapter generalizes the second part of the Ostrowski-

schneider Main Inertia Theorern which may be stated as follows:

If Re{aH} > O, then In A = In H. The inertia of an n by n corrr-

plex rnatrix A has been defined as InA = (n,y, 6) where r and

v are the nurnber of eigenvalues of A in the (open) right and left

half planes respectively and 6 is the nurnber of eigenvalues on the

imaginary axis.

Now, since H is herrnitian, all its eigenvalues are rea1. Thus

if given A there exists an H such that Re{AH} ) 0, we have the

nurnber of eigenvalues of A in the (open) right half-plane equal to

the nurnber of positive (rea1) eigenvalues of H and the nurnber of

eigenvalues of A in the (open) left half-p1ane equal to the nurnber

of negative (real) eigenvalues of H. Moreover, the first part of the

ostrowski-Schneider theorern stating that A has no eigenvalues on

the irnaginary axis irnplies that H has no zero eigenvalues.

For any curve dividing the cornplex plane into two disjoint re-

gions for which there exists a theorern of the type developed in the

body of this thesis, we now have a theorern analogous to the second

part of the Main Inertia Theorern. The conforrnal rnapping which

takes the imaginary axis onto the given curve guarantees that the
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(open) right half-p1ane rnaps onto one region and that the (open) left

half-plane nraps onto the other region. It will have been previously

proven that there are no eigenvalues on the given curve. Thus the

rnatrix in our [derived" theorern will have the sarne nurnber of eigen-

values in one region as H has positive eigenvalues and the salne nurn-

bers in the other region as H has negative eigenvalues.

Let us consider Lernrna Z as an exarnple of a way in which all

the lemrnas, theorerns, and corollaries of this thesis could have been

written up so as to ilcornpletely't generalize the Schneider-Ostrowski

theorem.

Lernrna Zr ( i) Given an n by n cornplex 1rrat* B there exists

herrnetian H such that BHB'I, - H > 0 iff B has no eigenvalues z

such that lul = t. (ii) Further, the nurnber of eigenvalues z of

B -such that l"l r I (i.e., those eigenvalues of B tying outside the

unit circle) is equa-l to. the nurnber oj positive eigenvalues of H g!

the nurnber of eigenvalues z of B such that lrl o I (i. e., those

lying *ithir th. ""rt =rrc}g) is equal to the nurnber of negative g.ig""-

values of H.
iB

Our result is irnrnediate under the rnapping * =4- or
ip w+l 2+e'

z = e where A consists of elernents frorn the w-pIane andI-w
B consists of elernents frorn t}:e z-plane. It is easily shown that the

rnapping " = .'9 #irraps the (open) left half w-plane inside the
:
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unit circle in the z-plane and the (open) right half of the w-plane out-

side the unit circle in the z-plane, Consider the point w = Z, (We

could consider any other point not on the irnaginary axis. ) Since w = Z

is in the right half w-p1ane and it rnaps outside the unit circle in the

z-pIane und.er the conforrnal rna iB w+ Ipping z=e l_* , ourassertion

is proven.
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CHAPTER 7. GENERALIZATTONS OF THE
DRA ZIN- HAYNSWORTH THEOREMS

In their paper Criteria for the Reality oj Matrix Eigenvalues [5],

Drazin and Haynsworth initially prove the following theorern:

D-H Theorern 1. A set of rn linearly independent eigenvectors of A
all corresponding to rea.l eigenvalues exists iff there exists a positive
serni-definite herrnitian rnatrix H of rank rrr such that AH = I{A'k.

By replacing A by iA in their first theorern, they have the follow-

ing result:

D-H Theorern Z. A set of m linearly independent eigenvectors of A
all corresponding to purely irnaginary eigenvalues exists iff there
exists a positive semi-definite herrnitian rnatrix H of rank rn such
that AH = -HA',t.

Later in their paper they state: 'rThe following sornewhat analo-

gous result does not seem to be deducible directly frorn (D-f0 Theorern

1 but can be proved by closely para11el argurnents. "

D-H Theorern 3. A set of In linearly independent eigenvectors of A
all corresponding to eigenvalues of absolute value one exists iff there
exists a positive serni-definite rrerriffiffi.tErfir rank rn such
that AHA'F = 11,

A proof analogous to the one in this thesis of the equivalence

of Lernrna Z and the Ostrowski-Schneider Main Inertia Theorern rnay

be used to prove the equivalence of the Drazin-Haynsworth Theorerns

Z and 3, We include it here.

Proof: We first assurne D-H Theorern 2. Let B be given. As in
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Chapter Z, we choose p such that n + uip is non-singular and we

def ine

A = (B +.ipr) -I (e - u-tpr).

Now by the calculation (1) in Chapter 2, BHB,k-H = 0 for sorne

H: 0 of rank rn

iff AH + HA',k - 0 for some H > 0 of rank m

if.f. A has at least rn elementary divisors corresponding to
irnaginary eigenvalues (D-H Theorern Z)

iff B has at least rn elernentary divisors corresponding to eigen-
values of absolute value one (frorn (2), since A and B have
the sarne eigenvectors).

Sirnilarly D-H Theorern 3 rnay be used to prove D-H Theorern

2 which demonstrates their equivalence.

As an exarnple of what another theorern would look like, 1et us

just state the Drazin-Haynsworth analogue of Theorern I of this thesis.

Theorern Ir. A sg! of rn linearly independent eigenvectors ol A all

corresponding to eigenvalues z such that z = k+ 
"ui(0 

+n lz) exists

iff there exists a positive serni-definite herrnitian rnar!131 H of rank

rn such that Re {e-ttor} = Re{e-ttor}.
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